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subject Roberts Bank Terminal 2 - rnviøtion for public comment.

I am opposed to the proposed Roberts Bank Terminal 2 (RBT2)
project. The additional information provided by the vancouver
Fraser Port Authority (vFpA does not resolve the substantive
issues raised by Environment and climate change canada (ECCC)
scientists. The environmental assessment conditions as drafted do
not protect the Roberts Bank ecosystem nor the wildlife. ECCC
and other independent scientists have provided compelling
evidence that the project will affect both biofilm qualiiy and
quantity on Roberts Bank, threaten the entire western^ sanápiper
species and negatively impact other wildlife.

Furthermore I have major concerns with the potential draft
conditions:

. why are warnings from the government's own scientists beingignored? 
:

' why do the draft conditions ¿ßsume biofilm quality and
availability will not be damaged when ECCC science ,horm
they will?

- why assume mitigation will be possible if damage is detected
when it will be too late to prevent the damage?

. why, if mitigation measures fail, are there nó provisions in the
draft conditions, to elther stop the project, or to prevent
environment¿l úamage to Roberts Bank wetlands and the
wildlife that relies on them?

. why (in section 10.2) do the draft conditions propose biofilm
can be created when scientists have said it is not possible on
the scale required?

' why ignore Review panel concerns about project effects on
polyunsaturated fatty acid production in biofihn, which is a
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critical nutritional component for Western Sandpipers? . i

. wnv lrirk environm"rrt t degradation *h:l the panel had

"considerable uncertainty around the possibitity that loss of
productive biofilm habitat could be mitigated by the large-

scale re-creation of biofilm habitat capable of supporting

shorebirds"?

The Fraser Estuary cannot withstand any more industrial or port

developmen! but ihis is exactþ what the Port of Vancouver plans

to do with the addition of RBT2. Roberts Bank is recognized as

one of the top Important Bird Areas in Canada. It is recognized as

providing critical'wintering grounds for the highest number of

iæ"tøù and shorebirds 
-found 

anywhere in Canada. Southern

Resident Killer Whales, whose prime habitat is the Fraser Estuary,

will be fuflher endangered by vessel noise and furttrer degradation

of their major food to*" - Chinook Salmon. Why put all of this at

risk?

The federal govemment must finally recognize RBT2 is likely to

cause significant adverse environmental effects that cannot be

mitigated and which are not justified in the circumstances'

The time has come - deny approval for Roberts Bank Terminal 2'

Sincerely,

iil t ..!þ,. LUk, r1ø4/;¿t %:ffiryWø"
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